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Inference Rules for Program Annotation
NACHUJM DERSHOWITZ AND ZOHAR MANNA

Abstract-Methods are presented whereby an Algol-like program
given together with its specifications can be documented automatically.
The program is incrementaly annotated with invariant relations that
hold between program variables at intermediate points in the program
text and explain the actual workings of the program regardless of
whether it is correct. Thus, this documentation can be used for proving
correctness of programs or may serve as an aid in debugging incorrect
programs.
The annotation techniques are formulated as Hoare-like inference

rules that derive invariants from the assignment statements, from the
control structure of the program, or, heuristically, from suggested
invariants. The application of these rules is demonstrated by examples
that have run on an experimental implementation.

Index Terms-Inference rules, invariant assertions, program annota-
tion, program correctness, verification.

I. INTRODUCTION
A CONVENIENT form for expressing many facts about

a program is a set of invariant assertions (invariants, for
short) that describe relations between the different variables
manipulated by the program. Invariant assertions play an im-
portant role in many aspects ofprogramming, including: proving
correctness and termination, proving incorrectness, guiding
debugging, analyzing efficiency, and aiding in optimization.
Program annotation is the process of discovering these in-

variants. We are given an Algol-like program along with an
output specification, stating the desired relation among the
program variables upon termination, and an input specifica-
tion, defining the set of inputs on which the program is in-
tended to operate. It is, however, not known whether or not
the program is correct and satisfies the given output specifica-
tion. Our task is to generate the invariant assertions describing
the workings of the program as is, independent of its correct-
ness or incorrectness. The process is iterative, since finding
some invariants suggests others. Assertions supplied by the
programmer cannot be assumed true, although they may be
used to guide the search for correct invariants.
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In the following sections, we present a unified approach to
program annotation, using annotation rules-in the style of
Hoare [131-to derive invariants. Section II presents an over-
view of our approach. It is followed by a detailed example
in Section III. This example is among those that have run
successfully on our experimental system. A detailed example
involving arrays and nested loops, as well as a description of
our QLISP implementation, may be found in Dershowitz [5].
In Section IV we briefly discuss the importance of annotation.
A catalog of approximately 40 annotation rules is included in
the Appendix.
Some earlier annotation systems are
. the system described in Elspas [61, based mainly upon the

solution of difference equations;
* VISTA (German [7], German and Wegbreit [9]), based

upon the top-down heuristics of Wegbreit [31 ]; and
* ADI (Tamir [28], [29] ), an interactive system based upon

the methods of Katz and Manna [15], [16] and Katz [14].
Our system as described here, attempts to incorporate and

expand upon those systems. Suzuki and Ishihata [27] and
German [81 have implemented systems that generate in-
variants useful in checking for various runtime errors.

II. OVERVIEW

In this section we first define some terminology and then
present samples of each type of annotation rule.

A. Notation and Terminology
Given a program with its specifications, our goal is to docu-

ment the program automatically with invariants. If the pro-
gram is correct with respect to the specifications, we would
like the invariants to provide sufficient information to demon-
strate its correctness; if the program is incorrect, we would
like information helpful in determining what is wrong with
it.
We shall be dealing with three types of assertions.
* Global invariants are relations that hold at all places (i.e.,

labels) and at all times during the execution of some program
segment. We write

assert a in P

to indicate that the relation a is a global invariant in program
segment P. (Actually, ca is considered a global invariant even
if it only begins to hold once the variables in a have been as-
signed an initial value within P.)

* Local invariants are associated with specific points in the
program and hold for the current values of the variables when-
ever control passes through the corresponding point. Thus,
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L: assert a

means that the relation a holds each time control is at label L.
* Candidate assertions, also associated with specified points,

are relations hypothesized to be local invariants, but that have
not yet been verified. We write

L: suggest et.

Consider the following simple program, meant to compute
the quotient q and remainder r of the integer input values
c and d:

where N is the set of nonnegative integers, N + 1 is the set of
positive integers, and Z is the set of all integers. The loop-
until-repeat construct' indicates that the two loop-body assign-
ments q := q + 1 and r := r - d are repeated zero or more times
until the exit test r< d is true for the first time. This program

will be used only to illustrate various aspects of program an-

notation; a complete example of annotation is given in the
next section.
The invariant

assertcEN, dEN+ 1

attached to the begin-label Bo is the input specification of the
program defining the class of "legal" inputs. It indicates that
whenever computation starts at Bo, the variable c is a natural
number and d a positive integer.
The candidate

suggestq<c/d, c/d<q+l, qEZ, r=c-q*d

attached to the end-label Eo is the output specification of the
program. It states that the desired outcome of the program is
that q be the largest integer not larger than cld and r be the
remainder. Since one cannot assume that the programmer has
not erred, initially the programmer-supplied assertions-in-
cluding the program's output specification but excluding the
input specification-are only candidates for invariants.
In order to verify that a candidate is indeed a local invariant,

we must show that whenever control reaches the correspond-
ing point, the candidate holds. Suppose that we are given a

candidate for a loop invariant

Lo: suggest r = c - q * d.

To prove that it is an invariant, one must show 1) that the
relation holds at Lo when the loop is first entered and 2) that
once it holds at Lo, it remains true each subsequent time con-

trol returns to Lo. If we succeed, then we would write

1Based on the suggestion of J. Ole-Dahl in Knuth [18].

Lo: assert r = c - q - d.

Furthermore, if r = c - q d holds whenever control is at Lo,
then it will also hold whenever control leaves the loop and
reaches Eo. In other words, r = c - q * d would also be an in-
variant at Eo and may be removed from the list of candidates
at Eo. In that case we would write

EO: assert r =c - q d; suggest q < c/d, c/d< q + 1, q E Z.

Global invariants often express the range of variables. For
example, since the variable q is first initialized to 0 and then
repeatedly incremented by 1, it is obvious that the value of
q is always a nonnegative integer. Thus we have the global
invariant

assert q EN in PO

that relates to the program as a whole and states that q E N
throughout execution of the program Po .
In this paper we describe various annotation techniques.

These techniques are expressed as rules: the antecedents of
each rule are usually annotated program segments containing
invariants or candidate invariants and the consequent is either
an invariant or a candidate. The rules are numbered (1), (2),
etc. and are listed in the Appendix. This list is representative
of the kinds of rules that may be used for annotation; it is
not, however, meant to be a complete list.
We differentiate between three types of rules: assignment

rules, control rules, and heuristic rules.
* Assignment rules yield global invariants based only upon

the assignment statements of the program.
* Control rules yield local invariants based upon the control

structure of the program.
* Heuristic rules have candidates as their consequents.

These candidates, although promising, are not guaranteed
to be inVariants.
The assignment and control rules are algorithmic in the sense

that they derive relations in such a manner as to guarantee
that they are invariants. The heuristics are rules of plausible
inference, reflecting common programming practice.

B. AssignmentRules
Many of the algorithmic rules depend only upon the assign-

ment statements of the program and not upon its control
structure. In other words, whether the assignments appear
within an iterative or recursive loop or on some branch of a
conditional statement is irrelevant. Since the location and
order in which assignments are executed does not affect the
validity of the rules, these rules yield global invariants.
The various assignment rules relate to particular operators

occurring in the assignment statements of the program. Some
of the rules for addition, for example, are as follows: an addi-
tion rule that gives the range of a variable that is updated by
adding (or subtracting) a constant; a set-addition rule for the
case where a variable is updated by adding another variable
whose range is already known; and an addition-relation rule
that relates two variables always incremented by similar ex-
pressions. Corresponding rules apply to other operators.
In dealing with sets, we find the following notation con-

venient. Let f(sI, '* * ,s) be any expression containing

PO: begin comment integer-division program
Bo: assert c E N, dE N+ 1
(q, r) := (0, c)
loop Lo: assert...

until r< d
(q, r) := (q + 1, r - d)
repeat

EO: suggestq6c/d,c/d<q+ 1,qEZ,r=c- q *d
end,
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occurrences of m distinct subexpressions sI, s2, , sm. The
set of elements

{f(SI, S2, sm): SI ESI,s2 ES2, Sm ESm}
is denoted by

f(Sl,'S2,Sm)<
Using this notation, we have the addition rule (1)

x :=aa x:=x+a, :=x+a2 inP

assertxEao+a1a N+a2 -N+ *-inP,

where P is a program segment and the expressions ai are of
constant value within P. The antecedent

x:=ao x :=x+aa x :=x+a2 inP

indicates that the only assignments to the variable x in P are
x := ao,x :=x + a1,x :=x + a2, etc. The consequent

assert x E ao + a, * N + a2 IN + in P

is a global invariant indicating that x belongs to the set ao +

a, - N+a2 'IN+ i.e., x =ao +a,- n +a2 *n2 + for
some nl, n2, * GE N. This relation holds throughout execu-
tion of P-but only from the point when x first receives a de-
fined value in P via the assignment x := ao. (After any execu-
tion of x := ao, clearly x E ao + a, * N + a2 * N + * * , with
x=ao+a, O+a2 0+ and if x=ao+a, nI +a2 *n2 +
.. for some n1, n2, before executing x :=x + a,, then
x = ao + a, * (n1 + 1) + a2 n2 + * * * after executing the assign-
ment. Thus, n1 represents the number of executions of x
x + a, since x ao was executed last, n2 is the number of ex-
ecutions of x x + a2, etc.) From such an invariant, more
specific properties may be derived. For example, a bound on
x may be derived using methods of interval arithmetic (see,_
for example, Gibb [10] ). Note that no restrictions are placed
on the order in which the assignments to x are executed, ex-
cept that prior to the first execution of x := ao the invariant
may not hold.
In our simple program PO, the assignments to the variable q

are

q :=0 q :=q+l.

So we can apply the addition rule, instantiating ao with 0 and
a, with 1, and obtain the global invariant q E 0 + 1 * N, i.e.,

assert q E N in PO.

The assignments to r in Po are

r :=c r :=r- d.

Applying the same rule to them, letting ao = c and a, = -d,
yields the invariant

assert r E c - d N inPo.

Given that d is positive, we may conclude that r < c.
The set-addition rule is a more general form of the above

addition rule, applicable to nondeterministic assignments
of the form x :'Ef(S), where an arbitrary element in the set
f(S) = {f(s): s E S} is assigned to x. Note that an assign-
ment x :=f(s), where it is already known about s that s ES,

may be viewed as the nondeterministic assignment x :Ef(S).
The set-addition rule (5) is

x:ESo x:Ex+S1 x:ex+S2 inP
assertxGESo+IS,+S2+ *inP,

where XS denotes the set of finite sums si + s2 + + sm for
(not necessarily distinct) addends si in S. (IfS = X, the sum is
0; if S contains the single element s, then ES = s * N. This
rule applies analogously to any associative and commutative
operator "G".) These assignment rules for global invariants
are related to the weak interpretation method of Sintzoff [26]
(see also Wegbreit [32], Wegbreit and Spitzen [33], and Har-
rison [12]) that has been implemented by Scherlis [25] and
German and Wegbreit [9].
In program PO the assignments to r were

r :=c r :=r- d.

Since we are given that cEN and dEN + 1, we may view
these as the nondeterministic assignments

r:EEN r:Er-(N+ 1),

and by applying the set-addition rule we obtain the global
invariant r E N - z(N + 1). This simplifies to

assert r C Z in PO,
where Z is the set of all integers.
To relate different variables appearing in a program, we have

an addition-relation rule (1 1):

(x,y) (ao, bo)
(x,y) :=(x+a, u,y+b1b u)

(x,y) := (x + a, v,y+ v) inP
assert a, (y - bo) = b, * (x - ao) inP,

where u, v, are arbitrary (not necessarily constant) expres-
sions. The invariant begins to hold only when the multiple
assignment (x,y) := (ao, bo) has been executed for the first
time. (The invariant a1 (y - bo) = bh * (x - ao) clearly holds
when x = ao and y = bo. Assuming it holds before executing
(x, y) := (x + a, * u, y + b, * u), then after executing the as-
signment both sides of the equality are increased by a, *b1 * u
and the invariant still holds.) The multiple assignments in the
antecedent of such rules, e.g., (x,y) := (x + a, u, y + b1 * u),
may represent the cumulative effect of individual assignments
lying on a path between two labels, with the understanding
that whenever x := x + a1 u is executed, so is y := y + b1 * u
for the same value of the expression u. In that case, the in-
variant will not, in general, hold between the individual
assignments.
In our example the assignments in the initialization path

give us

(q, r) :(0, c)
and for the loop-body path we have

(q, r) := (q + 1, r - d).
By a simple application of the addition-relation rule with
ao=0, bo=c, a,=u=v=l, and b=-d,we derive the in-
variant 1 - (r - c) = -d (q - 0) which simplifies to
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assert r = c - q * d inPo.
Note that this addition-relation rule (as well as several

other relation rules) may be derived from the following gen-
eral relation-rule schema:

(x,y) := (ao, bo)
(x,y) :(x Q Oa), y3(D(u b1))

(x,y):=(xED(vOa1),yD(vObI)) .inP
assert(aO bl)GED(yOa,)=(bo a,)CD(x®bl)inP,

where the -operator (D is commutative and associative, opera-
tor 0 satisfies (a 0 b) ec = (a ®c) X b, and (a ED b) c=
(a 0 c) ®3 (b 0 c). The various relation rules are related to
optimization techniques, to the metatheorems in Manna and
Pnueli [21 ], and to the approach of Caplain [3].

C. ControlRules
Unlike the previous rules that completely ignore the con-

trol structure of the program, control rules derive important
invariants -from the program structure; they are akin to the
verification rules of Hoare [13]. There are several rules for
each program construct; two rules, for example, push in-
variants forward in a loop.
The forward loop-exit rule (31)

loop P'
assert a
until t
L':
p,
repeat

.L"
L': assert at,t
L": assert a', t

reflects the fact that if execution of a loop terminates at L",
then the exit test t must have just held, while if the loop is
continued at L', the exit test was false. Furthermore, any
relation ax that held just prior to the test, also holds immedi-
ately after. Applying this rule to the loop in the integer-
division program Po yields the invariant r < d at Eo and r> d
at the head of the loop body:

(q, r) :(O, c)
loop Lo:

until r < d
assert r> d
(q, r) := (q + 1, r - d)
repeat

Eo: assert r< d.

To propagate invariants such as r> d past assignment state-
ments, we have a forward assignment rule (21)

assert oa(x, y)
x :=f(x,y)
L:
L: assert a(f-(x, y), y),

where f is the inverse (assuming that there is an inverse) of
the function f in the first argument, i.e., f (f (x,y),y) = x.

By using the inverse function f , the value of x prior to the
assignment may be expressed in terms of the current value
of x as f-(x, y). Thus, if the relation a(x, y) held before the
assignment to x, then after the assignment a(f-(x, y), y)
holds, where f (x, y) has been substituted for all occurrences
of x in a(x, y). (Even if there is no inverse function, variants
of this rule, e.g., (21b), may often be used to glean some use-
ful information.) In our example, since the loop-body assign-
ment q := q + 1 does not affect any variable appearing in the
invariant r> d, the invariant is pushed forward unchanged.
To propagate r > d past the assignment r : r - d, we replace
r by the inverse of r - d, that is, r + d, yielding r + d> d, or

assert r > 0,

at the end of the loop body.
We also have an assignment axiom (18)

x :=a
assert x = a,

where the expression a may not contain x. This axiom gives
us, for example, the invariant

assert r = c

prior to entering the loop.
The forward loop-body rule (29)

assert a
loop L:

P
assert 3
repeat

L: assert tV3B

states that for control to be at the head of a loop, at L, either
the loop has just been entered or the loop body has been ex-
ecuted and the loop is being repeated. Therefore, the disjunc-
tion oa V ,B of an invariant ca, known to hold just before the
loop, and an invariant ,B, known to hold at the end of the loop
body, must hold at L. By this second rule for loops, we get
the loop invariant

Lo: assertr=cVr >0O.

By the input specification c E N, the first disjunct r = c im-
plies the second r> 0; this invariant therefore simplifies to

Lo: assert r >O .

With the global invariant r - c - q * d, we get c - q * d> 0,
i.e., q < c/d.
To generate invariants from a conditional test, we have a

forward test rule (25):

assert a
if t then L':

P1
else L":

F"
fi

L': asserta,t
L": assert a, --it.
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That is, for the then-branch to be taken t must be true, while
for the else-branch to be taken it must be false; furthermore,
any a that held before the test, also holds after. Once in-
variants have been generated for the two branches, they are
pushed forward by the forward branch rule (27):

if t then P'
assert at

else P"
assert ,B

fi
L:
L: assert a V,.

It states that for control to be at the point after the condi-
tional statement, one of the two branches must have been
traversed.
The following forall rule (35) is valuable for programs with

a universally quantified output specification. Given a loop
invariant a(x) at L containing the integer variable (or expres-
sion) x and no other variables, check if x is monotonically in-
creasing by one. If it is, then we have as a loop invariant at
L that al still holds for all intermediate values lying between
the initial and current values. That is,

assert x =a, x E Z
loop L: assert oa(x)

P
assert x = XL +
repeat

L: assert (VP E Z)(a . .< x) a!(¢),

where a is an integer expression with a constant value in P
and XL is the value of x when last at L. (This rule is similar
to the universal-quantification technique for arrays in Katz
and Manna [15].) The forall rule may be broadened to apply
when x is increasing by an amount other than 1, or for de-
creasing x.

D. Schematic Rules
In this subsection, we shall illustrate how the control rules

may be applied to derive invariants for program schemata.
Once invariants have been generated for a particular schema,
they can be used for any instance of that schema.
Consider, for example, the following single-loop, single-

conditional, program schema:

We shall assume that the inverse functions f -, g-, and h- are

available whenever required by the rules.
The assignment a.xiom (18) applied to the initial assignment

z := c yields the invariant

assert z = c

before the loop. The forward loop-exit rule (31 ) generates the
invariant t(z) at the head of the loop body, immediately
after the until-clause, and then the forward assignment rule
(21 ) gives nt(f-(z)) preceding the conditional:

assert t(f z))
if s (z) then z := g(z) else z := h (z) fi.

The forward test rule (25) propagates that invariant forward,
adding s(z) at the head of the then-clause and is(z) at the
head of the else-clause:

if s(z) then assert -t(f(z)), s(z)
z := g(z)

else assert t(f(z)), 1s(z)
z :=h(z)

fi

By pushing t(f-(z)) and s(z) through the then-branch as-
signment z :=g(z), and 7t(f-(z)) and 1s(z) through the
else-branch assignment z : h(z), we get

if s(z) then z := g(z)
assert 7 t(f(g-(z))), s (g-(z))

else z :=h(z)
assert it(f-(h-(z))), is(h-(z))

fii.

Combining the invariants from the two different paths-using
the forward branch rule (27)-one gets

assert [t(f-(g-(z))) A s(g-(z))]V
[t(f (h (z))) A is(h (z))]

after the conditional, at the end of the loop body.
The forward loop-body rule (29) expressed the fact that if

control is at the head of a loop, either the loopinitialization
invariant or the loop-body invariant must hold. Applying this
rule to our schema

assert z = c
loopL*: assert

until t(z)
z :=f(z)
if s(z) then z :=g(z) else z :h(z) fi
assert [1 t(f-(g-(z))) A s(g-(z))] V

[i t(f-(h-(z))) A ns(h-(z))]
repeat

we derive the loop invariant

L *: assert z = c V [1 t(f-(g-(z))) A s(g (z))]
V [- t(f (h-(z))) A -s(h-(z))]

This loop invariant embodies two facts about the control
structure of this schema.

* Whenever control is at L*, either the loop has just been
entered or the loop exit-test was false the last time around the
loop. That is,

P *: begin comment single-loop schema
z :=cc
loop L *: assert -.

until t(z)
z :=f(z)
if s(z) then z := g(z) else z := h(z) fi
repeat

end.
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L *: assert z = c V t(f-(g-(z))) V 7 t(f-(h-(z))).

The first disjunct is the result of the initialization path; the
second states that the exit test was false for the value of z

when L * was last visited, assuming control came via the then-
path of the conditional; the third disjunct says the same for
the case when control came via the else-path.

* Whenever control is at L*, either the loop has just been
entered, or the conditional test was true the last time around
and the then-path was taken, or the test was false and the
else-path was taken. That is,

L *: assert z = c V s(g-(z)) V 1 s(h-(z)).

As another simple example, consider the loop schema

z :=0

loop L:
until t(z)
z :=z+

repeat
E:-

By the label axiom (33)

L: assert x =xL,

we get

L: assert z = ZL

Thus we can easily derive the following invariants:

z :=0

assert z = 0

loop L: assert z = ZL

until t(z)
z :=z+

assertz- 1 =ZL, t(z- )

repeat
E: assert t(z).

Now, by the forward loop-body rule (29) we can derive the
invariant

L: assert z = OV t(z- 1)

and by the forall rule (35), we get

L : assert (Vt EE Z)(O < ¢ < z)( = OV t(- 1))

This simplifies to

L: assert (V EN)(Q<z)7t(¢).
Combined with the invariant t(z) that holds at E, it implies
that the final value of z is the minimum nonnegative integer
satisfying the predicate t.

E. Heuristic Rules

In contrast with the above rules that derive relations guaran-
teed to be invariants, there is another class of rules, heuristic
rules, that can only suggest candidates for invariants. These
candidates must be verified.
As an example, consider the following conditional heuristic

(36):

if t then P'
assert a

else P"
assert (3

fi
L:
L: suggest a, ,B.

Since we know that a holds if the then-path P' is taken, while
( holds if the else-path P" is taken, clearly their disjunction
a V j holds at L in either case (that was expressed in the
forward branch rule (274). However, since in constructing
a program, a conditional statement is often used to achieve
the same relation in alternative cases it is plausible that a
(or, by the same token, j) may hold true for both the then-
and else-paths.
As mentioned earlier, the output specification and user-

supplied assertions are the initial set of candidates. Candidates
are propagated over assignment and conditional statements
using the same control rules as for invariants. The top-down
heuristic (38),

assert a
loop L:

until t
P
repeat

suggest ^y

aDy
L: suggest y,

may be used to push a candidate (or invariant) y backwards
into a loop. Although t D y (i.e., -it V y) would be a suffi-
ciently strong loop invariant at L to establish y upon loop
exit, the heuristic suggests a stronger candidate, y itself, at
L. Since a necessary condition for y to be an invariant is
that it hold upon entrance to the loop, the second antecedent
of the rule requires that the invariant a before the loop imply
that y holds. The idea underlying this heuristic is that an
iterative loop is constructed in order to achieve a conjunctive
goal (t A y) by placing one conjunct of the goal in the exit
test and maintaining the other invariantly true.

Wegbreit [311 and Katz and Manna [161 have suggested a
more general form of these two heuristics:

L: assert a V
L: suggest a,j.

However, as they remark, this heuristic should not be applied
indiscriminately to any disjunctive invariant. We would not,
for example, want to replace all occurrences of an invariant
x >0 with the candidates x >0 and x = 0. Special cases, such
as the above conditional and top-down heuristics are needed to
indicate where the strategy is relatively likely to be profitable.
Returning to our integer-division example PO, the top-

down heuristic suggests that of the candidates

EO: suggest q.c/d, c/d<q+ 1, qCZ, r=c- q *d,

those that hold upon entering the loop-when q =0 and
r = c-are also candidates at Lo. They are
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Lo: suggest q < c/d, q E Z, r = c - q * d.

The remaining candidate at Eo, c/d < q + 1, does not neces-
sarily hold for q = 0.
Each candidate must be checked for invariance: it must hold

for the loop-initialization path and must be maintained true
around the loop. Of the three candidates at Lo, the last two,
q E Z and r = c - q * d, have already been shown to be global
invariants. To prove that the first, q 6 cld, is a loop invariant
at Lo, we try to show that if q < cld is true at Lo and the loop
is continued, then q 6 c/d holds when control returns to Lo,
i.e.,

q < c/d A r > d D q + 1 6 cld.
This condition, however, is not provable. Nevertheless, we can
show that q < cld is an invariant by making use of the global
invariant r = c - q * d. Substituting c - q - d for r in r> d
yields c - q * d> d; it follows that the above implication
holds and q < cld is an invariant at Lo. Thus, while an at-
tempt to directly verify the candidate qS cld failed, once
we have established that r = c - q * d is an invariant, we can
also show that q 6 c/d is an invariant.
Indeed, in general there may be insufficient information to

prove that a candidate is invariant when it is first suggested,
and only when other invariants are subsequently discovered
might it become possible to verify the candidate. Therefore,
candidates should be retained until all invariants and candi-
dates have been generated. Unproved candidates are also used
by the heuristics to general additional candidates. For ex-
ample, the top-down heuristic uses the as yet unproved candi-
date y to generate the loop candidate 'y at L.
Another heuristic, valuable for loops with universally quanti-

fied output invariants, is the generalization heuristic (37)

assert x = a
loop L: suggest a(x, y)

p
assert x f(xL)
repeat

L: suggest (V1 E {a, f(a),f(f(a)), ** ,x}) a( , y).

Given a loop candidate a(x, y), we determine the set of values
that the variable x takes on. Then we have as a new candidate
for a loop invariant that ai still holds for all the intermediate
values between the initial value a and the current value x. For
example, if a E Z and f(x) = x + 1, then we get the candidate

L: suggest (VtE Z)(a-6 ¢. x)a(¢,y).

This is a candidate and not an invariant since the program seg-
ment P may vary the value of y in such a way as to destroy the
relation ca(x, y) for previous values of x.
Note that a candidate invariant must sometimes be replaced

by a stronger candidate in order to prove invariance. This is
analogous to other forms of proof by induction, where. it is
often necessary to strengthen the desired theorem to carry out
a proof. The reason is that by strengthening the theorem to be
proved, we are at the same time strengthening the hypothesis
that is used in the inductive step. We could not, for example,
directly prove that the relation (r > d) V (r = c - q * d) is a

loop invariant (that is the necessary condition for r = c - q - d
to hold after the loop), since this candidate is not preserved by
the loop, i.e.,

[r>d Vr=c - q * d] Ar>dD
[r - d> d V r - d = c - (q + 1) * d]

is not provable. On the other hand, we can prove that the
stronger relation r = c - q * d is an invariant, since we have a
stronger hypothesis on the left-hand side of the implication;
that is,

r = c - q dA r> d D r - d = c - (q + 1)- d

can be proved. Clearly, once we establish that r = c - q * d
is an invariant, it follows that (r> d)V (r = c - q *d) also
is.
Various specific methods of strengthening candidates have

been discussed in the literature (Wegbreit [31], Katz and
Manna [16], Moriconi [221, and others); they are closely
associated with methods of "top-down" structured program-
ming. Related techniques are used by Greif and Waldinger
[11 ], Suzuki and Ishihata [27], and Basu [1]. Also the candi-
dates that Basu and Misra [2] and Morris and Wegbreit [23]
derive, using the subgoal-induction method of verification,
fall into this class.

F. Counters

A useful technique for proving certain properties of pro-
grams is the augmentation of a program with counters of
various sorts. For example, by initializing a counter to zero
upon entering a loop and incrementing it by one with each
iteration, the value of the counter will indicate the number of
times that the loop has been executed. Then, relations be-
tween the program variables and the counter can be found.
By deriving upper/lower bounds on the counter, the termina-
tion of the loop may be proved and time complexity analyzed.
As a simple example, reconsider our (now annotated) divi-

sion program

The variable q is incremented by 1 with each loop iteration
and is initialized to 0; thus it serves as a loop counter. Since
the loop invariant q 6 c/d gives an upper bound on the value
of the counter and the counter is incremented with each loop
iteration, the loop must terminate. Since the output invariant
r< d and global invariant r = c - q - d yield a lower bound on

the value of the counter, one can determine the total number
of loop iterations.

assertcEN, dEN+ 1, qGN, r=c- q *din
PO: begin comment integer-division program

(q, r) :- (0, c)
loop LO: assert q 6 c/d

until r< d
(q, r) := (q + 1, r - d)
repeat

Eo: assert r < d, q < c/d
end.
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Examples of the use of counters for proving termination
have appeared in Knuth [17], Katz and Manna [16], and
Luckham and Suzuki [19]. Loop counters may also be used
to discover relations between variables by solving first-order
difference equations. (See, for example, Elspas [6] and Katz
and Manna [16]; Netzer [24] applies this technique to re-

cursive programs.) Related work, making use of a small col-
lection of "loop-plans" to decompose program loops, may be
found in Waters [30]. McCarthy and Talcott [20] distinguish
between extensional properties of programs that depend only
on the function computed by the program and intentional
properties, such as space and time requirements, that may

be made explicit in derived programs containing counters.
In the following section we demonstrate how a real-division

program can be annotated using the annotation rules.

III. EXAMPLE

Consider the following program P1 purporting to approxi-
mate the quotient cld of two nonnegative real numbers c and
d, where c < d. Upon termination, the variable q should be
no greater than the exact quotient and the difference between
q and the quotient must be less than a given positive tolerance
e. The program, with its specifications included as assertions,
is

Our goal is to find loop invariants at L1 in order to verify
output candidates at El. In our presentation of the ann

tion of this program, we first apply the assignment rules
then the control rules combined with heuristic rules.

A. AssignmentRules
As a first step, we attempt to derive simple invariants

ignoring the control structure of the program and conside
only the assignment statements. This will yield global
variants that hold throughout execution.
We first look for range invariants by considering all ass

ments to each variable. For example, since the assignment
r are

r :=1 r :=r/2,

we can apply the multiplication rule (2)

x :=ao x :=x *a x :=x a2 * *inP
assertxE aO -a, a2 in P.

Taking 1 for ao and 1/2 for a,, we derive the global invariai

assert rE 1/2N in P1.

In other words, r = 1/2n for some nonnegative integer n.

From this, it is possible to derive lower and upper bounds
on r, i.e., 0<r 1I, since r=1 when n =0, while r=12n
approaches 0 as n grows larger.

Similarly, applying the multiplication rule to the assign-
ments to rr,

rr := d rr := rr/2,

yields

assertrrE d/2NinP1. (2)

Since we are given that d > 0, it follows that 0 < rr 6 d.
The assignments to q are

q :=0 q :=q+r.

Since we know (1) r E 1/2N, these assignments may be in-
terpreted as the nondeterministic assignments

q :E0 q :Eq + 1/2N.
Using the set-addition rule (5)

x :ESO x :Ex+Sl x :Ex+S2. inP
assert x E S0 + ZS1 + ZS2 + * in P,

we conclude

assertqE2fl/2N inPI.
This invariant states that q is a finite sum of elements of the
form l/2', where n is some nonnegative integer. Since for
any two such elements, one is a multiple of the other, it
follows that the sum is of the form m/2 , where m, n E N:

assert q E N/2N inP

(i.e., q is a dyadic rational number).
From (2) rr GE d/2N and the assignments

qq :=0 qq:qq + rr,

we get by the same set-addition rule

assert qq E d * 1/2 inPl,
or

assert qq EdN*/2'N in P1 .

(3)

(4)

by The above four invariants give the range of each of the four
ring program variables. Now we take up relations between pairs
in- of variables by considering their respective assignments. Con-

sider, first, the variables r and rr. Their assignments are

;ign- (r, rr) :(1, d) (r, rr) :(r/2, rr/2).

Ls to
Each time one is halved, so is the other; therefore, the pro-

portion between the initial values of r and rr is maintained
throughout loop execution. This is an instance of the multi-
plication-relation rule (12)

(x,y) :=(ao,bo)
(X,y) := (x . ualy ubl )

(x,y):= (x *val,y *vbl) inP

[it assertxbi *boi ao' *yai inxP

(1) yielding rl d' = 1 l rr1 which simplifies to

Pl: begin comment real-division program
BI: assertO<c<d, O<e
(q,qq,r,rr) := (0,0, l,d)
loop L : assert ...

until r< e
if qq + rrSc then (q, qq) (q +r,qq +rr)fi
(r, rr) := (r/2, rr/2)
repeat

E1: suggest q < c/d, c/d < q + e
end.
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assert rr=d r inPl*. (5)

The assignments to q and qq are

(q,qq) :=(0,0) (q,qq) :=(q+r,qq+rr).
Using (5) rr = d * r to substitute for rr in the assignment qq
qq + rr, we have

(q, qq) := (O,O) (q,qq) := (q + r, qq + d - r),
which is an instance of the addition-relation rule (11>

(x,y) :=(ao,bo)
(x,y) :=(x + a u,y + b1 u)

(x,y) :=(x+a, v,y+,bl v) inP
assert a, * (y - bo) = b, * (x -aO) in'P.

Thus we have the global invariant 1 - (qq - 0) = d (q - 0), i.e.,

assert qq = d q in P1. (6)

In all, we have established the following global invariants:

assertrE 1/2N, rrEd/2]N, qEN/21N, qqEd lN/212,
rr=d r, qq=d qinP,.

B. ControlRules

So far we have derived global invariants from the assignment
statements, ignoring the control structure of the program. We
turn now to local invariants extracted from the program

structure.
By applying the assignment axiom (18)

x :=a
assert x = a

to the multiple assignment at the beginning of the program we

get the local invariants

assertq =0, qq =0, r= 1, rr=d

just prior to the loop. The loop axiom (20)

loopP'
until t
assert t
p',
repeat

assert t

yields r > e at the head of the loop body and r S e at El.
Thus far, we have the annotated program segment

assertq=O, qq=O, r=l, rr=d
loop L1: assert ...

until rS e

assert r> e

if qq + rrc then (q,qq) :=(q + r,qq +rr) fi
(r, rr) := (r/2, rr/2)
repeat

E1: assert rS e.

Applying the forward test rule (25)

assert a
if t then L':

PtF ,
else L":

pF,
fi

L': assert a, t
L": assert cx, n-t

to the conditional statement of the loop

if qq +rrc then(q,qq) :=(q +r,qq +rr)fi

yields

if qq +rrSc thenassertr>e,qq +rr6c
(q,qq) :=(q+r,qq+rr)

else assert r > e, c < qq + rr
fi.

Using a variant of the forward assignment rule (2 lb)

assert c(u,y)
x :=

L:
L: assert (x,y)

where x does not appear in a(D, y), the assignment of the
then-branch transforms the invariant qq + rr < c into qq S c
and leaves r> e unchanged. We obtain

ifqq + rr6c then (q, qq) := (q + r, qq + rr)
assert r> e, qq < c

else assert r > e, c< qq + rr
fi.

We may now apply the forward branch rule (27)

if t then P'
assert a

else P"
assert 3

fi
L:
L: assert a V,

to the two possible outcomes of the conditional. We obtain
the invariant

assert (r>e A qq c) V (r>eA c<qq +-rr),

which simplifies to just

assert r> e,

since r> e appears in both disjuncts while (qq < c) V (c <
qq + rr) is implied by the global invariant (2) rr >0 (qq <
c V c < qq is a tautology, and if rr is positive, then c < qq
implies c< qq + rr).
By application of the forward assignment rule (21 a)

assert a(x,y)
x :=f(x,y)
L:
L: assert a(fP(x, y), y)
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to the invariant r > e, we get

assert 2 * r> e

at the end of the loop. By applying the forward loop-body
rule (29)

assert a
loop L:

p
assert ,
repeat

L: assert a V,

taking r = 1 for a and 2 r> e for ,B, we derive the loop
invariant

L1: assertr= 1 V2 * r>e. (7)

C. Heuristic Rules
Recall that the control rules gave us

if qq + rr<c then (q, qq) :=(q + r, qq + rr)
assert r> e, qq A c

else assert r> e, c < qq + rr
fi,

but that the disjunction of qq 6 c and c < qq + rr turned out
to be a tautology. The conditional heuristic (36)

if t then P'
assert af

else P"
assert (3

ff
L:
L: suggest a,(,

suggests that each of the two invariants qq 6 c and c < qq + rr
that hold at the end of one of the conditional paths may be an
invariant for both paths. So we have the candidates

suggest qq 6 c, c < qq + rr

following the conditional and preceding the assignment

(r, rr) := (r/2, rr/2).

By application of the forward assignment rule (21 ) to the two
candidates, we get

suggest qq < c, c < qq + 2 * rr

at the end of the loop.
Finally, by applying the forward loop-body rule (29), we

get the candidates

L1: suggest(q=qq=OAr=lArr=d)Vqq6c,
(q=qq =0 Ar= 1 Arr=d)Vc<qq+2 rr.

Both candidates may be simplified, since their first disjunct
implies their second, leaving

L,: suggest qq < c, c < qq + 2 - rr.

These two candidates can indeed be proved to be invariants.
The first candidate, qq 6 c, derived from the initialization and
then-paths, is unaffected by the else-path which leaves the
value of qq unchanged. Similarly, the other candidate, c<
qq + 2 rr, derived from the initialization and else-paths, is
maintained true by the then-path. So we have the loop
invariants

L1: assertqqSc, c<qq+2-rr. (8)
Note that we have not yet made any use of the candidates

E1: suggest q < c/d, c/d< q + e,

suggested by the output specification. For completeness, we
shall apply a heuristic to these candidates, although no new
invariants will be derived. The top-down heuristic (38)

assert a
loop L:

until t
P
repeat

suggest y

L: suggest y

suggests that the output candidate q < c/d may itself be a loop
invariant, since it is true upon entering the loop. Indeed, it is
an invariant (it is implied by the loop invariant qq < c and the
global invariant qq = q - d). On the other hand, the second
output candidate, c/d< q + e, does not even hold for the
initialization path, when q = 0.
Since there are no assignments between the loop and the

end of the program, all the loop invariants may be pushed
forward unchanged, and hold upon termination. The out-
put invariants include

El: assert (r 1 V2 -r>e),qq.c,c<qq+2 *rr,r6e.

(9)
These invariants, along with the global invariants

assertrr=d *r, qq =d q inP1,
imply q S c/d as specified. However, they do not imply cld <
q + e, only cld < q + 2 * e. In fact, our program as given is in-
correct. For a discussion of how such invariants may be used
to guide the debugging of the program, see Dershowitz and
Manna [4].

D. Loop Counters

By introducing an imaginary loop counter n-initialized to 0
upon entering the loop and incremented by 1 with each itera-
tion-one may derive relations between the program variables
and the number of iterations.
The extended program, annotated with some of the in-

variants we have already found, is
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Obviously, we may

assert n E N in P1.

For the variables r and n we have the assignments

(r, n) := (1,0) (r, n) := (r/2, n + 1)

and can apply the linear rule (14)

or, since n is an integer (10), it is equal to the one integer lying
between its lower and upper bounds: - (log2e]. Thus, we have
the output invariant

El: assert n = 0 V n= -[log2e]. (13)

Since n is the number of times the loop was executed before
termination, we have derived the desired expression for the

(x,y) :=(ao,bo) (x,y) :=(x+a2,bl 'y+b2)inP
assert[y* (bl -1)+ b3 *x+b2 ] a2 bo = [bo (bl - 1) + b3 ao + b21a2 * bx inP.

With this rule we get the global invariant

assert [r * (1/2 - 1) + Ol l (1/2)°
= [1 (1/2 - 1) + 0]1 .(1/2)n inPI,

which simplifies to

assertr= 1/2n inP1. (11)

Applying the same rule to the assignments

(rr, n) := (d, 0) (rr, n) := (rr/2, n + 1)

we deduce

assert rr = d/2" inP1 (12)

With these loop-counter invariants, the total number of
loop iterations as a function of the input values may be
determined. Using (11), we can substitute 1/2n for r in the
loop invariant (7) r = 1 V 2 * r > e and in the output invariant
(9) r<e and get 1/2n = 1 V 2/2n >e at L1 and 1/2n 6e at
El. Taking the logarithm (e is positive), we have the upper

bound

n =OV n< -log2e + 1

and lower bound

-log2e 6 n

on the number of loop iterations n. Note that by finding a

loop invariant giving an upper bound on the number of itera-
tions, we have actually proved that the loop terminates.
Combining both bounds at El gives (assuming n 0)

-10g2e Sn<-log2e+ 1,

time complexity of the loop.

IV. DISCUSSION
In a sense, annotating programs is "putting the cart before

the horse" as the whole tenor of "structured programming"
stresses developing invariants hand in hand with the code, and
not ex post facto. Nevertheless, the development of automatic
annotation systems is important for a number of reasons.

* The real world contains many undocumented, underdocu-
mented, and misdocumented programs. Even annotated pro-

grams appearing in structured-programming textbooks have
fallen prey to error. A system that could help in documenting
such programs would clearly be of utility.
. Ultimately, it is the responsibility of the programmer to

guarantee the correctness of his product. Even if he uses one

of the current automatic verification systems, he is required
to supply most, if not all, of the necessary invariant assertions.
The goal of automatic program annotation is to relieve the
programmer of this burden. Agreed, no present or future sys-

tem will discover very subtle invariants or those based on deep
mathematical theorems, but such invariants are likely to be
uppermost in the programmer's mind anyway. It is the "ob-
vious" invariants that he finds annoying to have to formulate,
and indeed often forgets, causing the system to fail in its
proof. Fortunately, it is just these invariants that an auto-
matic annotation system would find easy to derive. Similarly,
invariants needed to demonstrate the absence of runtime
errors are usually quite simple, and there has already been
some success in providing current verification systems with
the capability of generating them.

assert rr =d*r, qq=d*q, rE1/21M, rrEN/2'Nin
P1: begin comment extended real-division program

B1: assertO6c<d, O<e
(q,qq,r,rr) :=(0,0, 1,d)
n :=0
loopLI: assert(r= lV2 *r>e), qq<c, c<qq+22 rr

until r S e
if qq + rr6 c then (q, qq) := (q + r, qq + rr) fi
(r, rr) := (r/2, rr/2)
n :=n+1
repeat

E1: assert(r=1V2 *r>e), qq.c, c<qq+2 *rr, r e
end.
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* Annotation techniques may be used to discover properties
of programs other than correctness, the investigation of which
is generally outside the scope of the programmer's expertise.
For example, one may wish to analyze the complexity of an

algorithm or compare the efficiency of two correct programs.
Even simple programs are sometimes very difficult to analyze;
invariants may be needed to facilitate such an analysis.

* Annotation research attempts to formalize the intuitions
that lie behind well-designed programs; thus, it has implica-
tions for automatic program synthesis. Some of the same rules
used to generate- invariants from programs may be inverted to
generate programs from invariants.

APPENDIX

In this Appendix we present a catalog of annotation rules.
We use the following conventions:

P P', and P" denote program segments;
L,LL and L" are statement labels;
a, /3, and y denote predicates;
x, y, and z are variables;
a, ai, and bi are expressions that are constant in the given
program segment;

u and v are arbitrary expressions;
f and g are arbitrary functions;
x, y, z, a, and u are vectors;
N denotes the set of natural numbers and Z the set of all

integers.

A. Assignment Rules

The assignment rules all yield global invariants. The notation

X :=Ul X :=U2 ...in

means that the listed assignments are all the assignments to
elements of x within P.

* Range Rules:
(1) addition rule

x :=ao x :=x+al x :=x+a2 in P
assertx Eao + a, * N + a2 'IN+* * *inP

(2) multiplication rule

x :=aO x :=x-al x :=x*a2 ***inP
assert xE aO *aNa -2 P

(3) exponentiation rule

x :=ao' x :=xal X ?xa2 ...inP
INNS

assert x E agi * a2 inp

* SetAssignmentRules:
x :ES assigns some u to x such that u E S;
XS is the closure of the set S under +;
[IS is the closure of the set S under *.

(4> set-union rule

X :So X :ES1 X :ES2 ..P

assertxESO US1 US2 U inP

(5) set-addition rule

x :ESO x :Ex+Sl x :Ex+S2 *inP
assert x E SO + ES1 + XS2 + * - * in P

(6) set-multiplication rule

x:ES0 x :Ex SI x :Ex S2 ...inP
assert x E So S * H.S2 in P

(7) set-exponentiation rule

x :E50xSx:ExI x:ExS2 inP

assert x E S"I0 * IS2- - inP

* Counter Relation Rules:
f(y) and g(y) are expressions containing the one variable y;
g-(y) is the inverse of g(y), i.e., g9(g(y)) = y.

(8a) addition-counter rule

(x,y) :=(ao,bo) (x,y) :=(x+f(y),g(y))inP
assertx = aO +f(bo) +f(g(bo)) +f(g(g(bo))) +*-* +f(g{(y)) inP

(8b) (x,y):=(aO,bo) (x,y):=(x+f(y),y+1)inP
assert y E Z in P

assert x = ao + zI Y- f(¢) in P

(9a) multiplication-counter rule

a(x, y) := (ao, bo) (x, y) := (x f(y), g(y)))mP
assert x = ao * f(bo) - f(g(bo)) - f(g(g(bo))) **-af(g-(y)) inP

(9b) (x,y) := (ao, bo) (x,y) := (x f(y),y + 1) inP
assert y E Z inP

assert x = ao * t7=b ff(')in P
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(iQa) exponentiation-counter rule

(x,y) := (q0,bo) (x,y) := (xf(y),g(y)) inP
assert x = af(bo) - f(g(bj)) f(g(g(bo))) f(g-( y)) i p

lOb) (x,y) := (a ,bo) (x,y) := (xf(Y),y+ l)i1nP
assert y e Z inP

assert x = ao'o 8" inP
* Basic Relation Rules:
(11) addition-relation rule

(x,y):=(ao,bo) (x,y):=(x+a, u,y+b, u) (x,y):=(x+a, v,y+b, v) inP
assert a, * (y - bo) = b1 * (x - ao) in P

(12) multiplication-relation rule

(x,y) :=(ao,bo) (x,y):(x ual,yu (x,y) (x va y Vb.. inP

assertxbl bo' =ao' .ay inP

( 13) exponentiation-relation rule

(x,y): (ao, bo) (x,y) := (x ,y ) (x,y) := (x y inP

assert log (x)lo (b1)*log (bo)log (a,) = log (ao)lOg (b1) log (Y)1og (a,) in P

* Assorted Relation Rules:
(14) linear rule

(x,y) := (ao, bo) (x,y) := (a, x + a2,b- y + b2 + b3 - x) inP

assert [y (b, - 1)+b3 x+b2 +b3 *a2/(bl - 1)1b2.bo

=[bo (b -1)+b3 ao +b2 +b3 a2/(b -)I a2 bl inP ifal = lOb

asserta(Y b,)*(a, -1) (ab2 (a, -1a)1a2 b3

(x-ao) 3 *l)+ b2 (a,-1)-a2 .b3 1np=al [x (q,- 1 a2if b1

assert (a, - 1) * [(a, - 1)* (y aa- x bo) + a2 (y - bo)] - (x - ao) * [b2 (a, - 1) - a2 b3] inP

=(b3/a)lI (a1 - 1) * ao + a2] [(a - 1)x +al [log((a1 - 1) x + a2) - log((a - 1)ao + a2)]/log(a)

if a, =b1 #1

assert [(y (bb I)+b2) (al -b)- b3 (x (bb - _) +a2)] (al) [ao (a, - 1)+og(b)
1)+b2)1a1 -b1)-b3 *(ao *(b1 -log (a,). log (b1).[(bo * (b- 1) + b (al bl) - b3 * (ao - (b- - 1) + a2)] [x * (a - 1) + a2.1.
inP otherwise

(15) geometric rule

(x,y) :=(ao,bo) (x,y) :=(x+a,,y+b1 +b2 x+bx)inP
assert2 a, (bx b 3)(b ':1) [2 a, (y- bo)-(x- ao) -(2 -b +b*(x+ao - a,))]i P

(16) factorial rule

(x,y) :=(a, a,,bo) (x,y) :(x+al,y xb)inP
xla1 -a0 xlal-aoasserty -a, = bo -(a, * bl) ao miP

where uii=u= (u+1).--- -(u+n-1)

(17) multiplication-exponentiation rule

(x, y):= (aO, bo) (x, y):= (x *au, yb1) (x, y) := (x *av,yybl) **inP
assert [x/ao]log (b1) = [log (y)/log (bo)] log (a,) inP
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B. ControlRules

The control rules all yield local invariants. Control rules
expressed with assert statements in the antecedent may be
applied to suggest statements, in that case, the consequent
is only a candidate.

* ControlAxioms:
(18) assignment axiom

x :=a
assert x = a

Note that a are constant expressions, i.e., x do not appear
within them

(19) conditional axiom
if t then assert t

p,
else assert t

PF"
fi

(20) loop axiom
loop P'

untfl t
assert t
pFi
repeat

assert t

* Assignment Control Rules:
A is an array variable;
the array function assign (A, y, z) yields A, with z replacing

A [y].
(21 a) forward assignment rule

assert c(x-, y)
x :=f(x,57

L: assert as(f-(x-,y),7)

where f is the inverse of the function f i.e., f-(f(x, 7), 7) =

x, and x' do not appear in oz(t, 57)

(21b) assert a(ui,5y)
u

L:
L: assert a (x,5)

where xF do not appear in ct(t,5)

(21c) assertxF= a`
x :=f(x,I)
L:
L: assert x = f(-a, y)

Note that ai are constant expressions, i.e., x do not appear
within them

(22) backward assignment rule

L:
x :=u

assert ,B(x, 57)
L: assert P(i,57)

(23) forward array-assignment ruile

assert a(A,,)
A[y] :=f(A[y],z)
L:
L: assert a(assign(A,y, f-(A [y],iz-)),iz)

where f -(f(A [y], z), z) =A [y]
(24) backward array-assignment rule

L:
A[y] :=u
assert ,B(A, z)
L: assett 3 (assign (A, y, u),Tz)

* Conditional Control Rules:
(25) forwatd test rule

assert a
if t then L':

p,
else L":

p,,
fi'

L': assertac,t
L": assert ae, l t

(26) backward test rule

L:
if t then assert ai

pt

else assert ,B
p,,

L: asserttDajtDt3

(27) forward branch rule

if t then P'
assert a

else P"
assert 1B

fi
L :

L: assert aV ,

(28) backward branch rule

if t then P'
L':

else P"
L"

fi
assert1
L', L": assert :

* Loop ControlRules:
(29) forward loop-body rule

assert ct
loop L:

p
assert 1
repeat

L: assert cx V ,
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(30) backward loop-body rule

loop assert,(
p
L"
repeat

L',L": assert,B

3 1 forward loop-exit rule

loop P'
assert af
until t

p,
repeat

L': assert ax, i t
L": assert a, t

(32) backward loop-exit rule

loop P'
L:
until t
assert ca
p.,
repeat

assert ( -
L: assertIt D ae, t 3D

* Value Rules:
XL denotes the value of the variable x when control was last

at label L.
(33) label axiom

L: assert x XL

N.B.: An invariant containing XL may not be pushed over the
label L.

(34) protected-invariant rule

assert a (x)
loop L:

p
assert a(x) Vx =XL
repeat

L: assert a(x)

where x is the only variable in a

(35) forall rule

assert x = a, x E Z
loop L: assert o(x)

p
assert x = XL +
repeat

L: assert (VP E Z)(a < < x)a(¢)
where x is the only variable in a

C. Heuristic Rules
The heuristic rules all yield local candidate assertions.

(36) conditional heuristic

if t thenP'
assert a

else P"
assert 3

L:
L: suggest a,(3

(37a) generalization heuristic

assert x = a
loop L: suggest a (Y, y7)

P
assert x = f(xL)
repeat

L: suggest (V81 E {a-, f(a), f(f(a)), .*, x})I(Y,ya)
(37b) assert x = a, x E Z

loop L: suggest a(x, y)
P
assert x = XL +
repeat

L: suggest (V1 E Z)(a . ¢ 6x) a(t,57)

(38) top-down heuristic

assert a
loop L:

until t
p
repeat

suggest -y

aXDy
L: suggest y

* Dangerous Heursitics:
These heuristics should be applied with caution.
(39) disjunction heuristic (applied in conjunction with the

forward branch rule)

L: assert a VP
L: suggest a, ,B

(40) strengthening heuristic (applied in conjunction with
the top-down heuristic)
L: assert a(xF)
suggest y(x)
L: suggest (VY) (a(xV) D y(x ))

(41 ) transitivity heuristic (applied in conjunction with the
top-down heuristic)
L: assert uRv
suggest uRw
L: suggest vRw V v = w

whereR is a transitive relation, i.e., uRv A vRw D uRw.
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